CONDITION OF DOUBT
1. Inform oneself honestly of the actual intentions and activities of that group, project or
organization, brushing aside all bias and rumor.
Several years ago encountering one too many outpoints in the Church of Scientology (COS), I
got into doubt as to the actual intentions of the CoS. My life, like so many other scientologist,
was ruined by heavy debts and missing support and friendship from the CoS that I had
supported for so long. In order to be sure that I did not fool myself due to hardship, I put the
doubt away untill I had handled the existing problems. When the bridge was paid for without
debts, I would evaluate the situation again. This year, was the year when I could have paid for
my OT5, which was the only part missing to go all the way on to OT7. So finally I am at a
point where I can brush aside any bias caused by inability to confront the task of payment or
any other potential stop. Keeping in mind the words of a wise man who said that one's
integrity is more important than anything else, I have thoroughly and honestly examined all
available information.
When first going on staff I was promised I could go on TTC. When the contract was signed
and after I while, I inquired about the promise, I was smiled at overbearingly . I could not have
it due to my schedule and type of contract. (Why wasn't I told on beforehand? My schedule
was known to the org.) I was then told that if I signed a longer contract I definitely could go on
TTC. I signed and got on a full time schedule. When after a while I inquired about TTC, I was
smiled at and asked if I had the promise in writing. Lesson: You cannot trust the promise of
a staff member (4 staff members were involved) unless it is in writing. - This type of low ethics
(basicly lying) was repeated many times over in the following years. I have had my FSM
promise me support in no uncertain terms twice on the same cycle, and then just laughing at
me, when I came for support. All I asked for was two-way comm.
On the e-meter course, the supervisor kept me at the course room after hours, knowing that it
would jeopardize my job. Later he wanted my completion even though I said I wasn't ready. I
agreed to the completion if I could be checked out by an independent Qual. person. He
arranged a setup with what turned out to be his 2D. She hardly looked at my skills before
accepting them, and I later found out that she never was a Qual. person. So I got at
completion without a VFP, and he never cared.
When my former 2D had done a Flag cycle, the FSC office asked her if they could use her
bank account for transfer of one check to Switzerland. She said yes. While she was away at
Flag, FSC used her acount for illegal transfer of many checks. This led to her financial ruin,
the bank was very upset with her, and of course would not cooperate with her for several
years. FSC never made up for the overt.
Some years ago DK org. transferred an academy pack from my account to my former 2D's
account. - Without my consent, without my knowledge and trying to hide it when I asked what
was going on.
The SORO at AOSH EU signed up my 15 year old son on a SO contract without ever getting

in contact with me prior, during, or after the process. I would have had no objection, if he
joined for the right reasons. But I would have liked to be involved in something as important
as this, for someone that I was responsible for. Rather short sighted planning considering
the length of SO contacts. Instead of acquiring another staff member, the SORO thus made
sure that three maybe four persons now will never even consider signing up for a contract.
The SORO at AOSH EU tried another time to sign me up for a SO contract, when I declined,
she went on to use scientology materials to "prove" that I was insane. A senior SO officer was
witnessing the process but never interfered.
IAS fund raiser threatening to report me to ethics because I did not have any money to give to
him. - Use of arbitrary ethics without inspection.
IAS fund raiser routing a report directly into my PC folder instead of to the terminals specified
by policy, thus rendering PC folder open to anything uninspected an unevaluated. When I
complained to the ethics officer, she told me that she had done a similar thing and found it all
right. - So two wrongs now equals one right in org. ethics.
IAS fundraiser screaming insane invalidations at me and other publics, invalidating our
friends, relatives and any other decent scientologist. Although I reported him to ethics, he was
promoted. This makes a truth out of a bankrobber being upstat, if he commits one robbery
this week, and two the following week.
Registrar after having used book one techniques in an effort to key me in, failing his attempts,
shouting at me that if he told me to go to my bank at loan 200.000, it was my fucking duty to
my 3rd dynamic to do so. - When I stretched my hand out to say goodbye in friendship. He
wouldn't even take my hand. I experienced similar things with other staff. They were unable to
accept that I wouldn't give up my life to become a staff member or ruin it loaning money to
give to them.
Another registrar at Flag bragging that he once had a public go and rob a bank, because he
had suggested this, as a joke. I don't think it was OK even though he told the man to give
back the money and give himself up to the police. After all the man ruined his life on this joke
(or poor judgement).
Coming to Flag, my case was in perfect condition. The preceding 8-10 months had been a
persistent F/N. There was nothing to handle before starting the OT levels. - A few weeks into
completely unnecessary overruns on completely unnecessary setups, I still tried to be a good
"soldier" reporting to the DofP that something was very wrong - nothing was done. Pleading
the C/S and qual. for help, nothing was done. Only when bouncing between hiding and total
failure, I finally broke down, was something done to correct the problem. This happened to at
least two PCs that week in that HGC.
At Flag - small middle aged german woman being dragged crying by two big guys in SO
uniforms. She only wanted to go home in order to maintain her job. All bystanders feeling
terribly ashamed for failing to help her.

At Flag - hotel staff verbally and brutally abusing public. Bright looking young couple coming
up to help resolve the problem, only to be abused and threatened with security as well.
At Flag - Div.6 student having minor upset, immediately verbally abused and threatened with
security.
At Flag - these types of incidents were daily observed in all departments except in Qual. over
the period of about 4 months when I was there, and friends who were there later reported
similar things. People arriving to attain freedom, were abused, suppressed and subdued.
Unable to move without being harrassed by recruiters or fundraisers. IAS fund raisers were
observed sticking their hands into public's pockets and take out their wallets. I went to an
event, which I had been promised was not a fundraising. Of course it turned out to be just
that. I and several others present were told to stand up one by one and stand public
harrassment or pay. I was told to take out my wallet and tell what was in it. - Some food
tickets and a dime was what was left. I offered the last dime to the fundraiser, and was only
scoffed at.
TRs seemed non-existant amongst staff there. "Ability to handle any situtation with comm...."
Or since there were so many Flag-only R/Ds and courses, I used to think jokingly that "I will
call security" was a Flag-only TR that superceded all other TR's, because you heard it daily
being used against publics. Not quite as dominant as the sound of the cicadas in the
evenings, but close to it.
At Flag - Board in charge reading my private letter from a friend before handing it to me.
At Flag - Getting a LofA on a course, you have to sign a statement, that you will complete that
course at Flag. - Seems to ignore "greatest good for greatest number of dynamics" as I could
better finish it in DK, keeping a job at the same time. But it is official Flag Policy. - Teenage
ethics officer on glee over my problem with this.
At Flag - other ethics officer on hearing that my 2D had ended tried to get off her own 2D case
at me, blaming me for not buying it, telling me that I didn't want to take wisdom from her. (I'm
willing to listen to wisdom but not willing to mistake another persons case for wisdom).
At AOSH telling the DofP that I just needed a few sessions on a green form. Sent to ethics for
self C/Sing. It was not self C/Sing it was prediction. (which turned out to be right). He didn't
think of a simple check such as asking me "what if the C/S says that you need a purple
form?" - I would have said fine. No, I had to go to an ethics officer, who had the
communication skills of a parrot. She could only say you cannot self C/S (which I had not
done). I was desperately trying to get in comm. with her. But she just kept repeating the same
words. I finally managed to stop her after 20-25 repetitions, by asking her to please repeat.
But I didn't manage to get in comm. with her.
At AOSH being promised to get into session tomorrow morning, then later, then in the
afternoon, then in the evening for three to four days without ever getting in session.
At AOSH auditor blowing the Org. missing an appointed session.
When reporting some of the above mentioned outpoints to Chief of Justice Int. - got the
arrogant answer "I am sorry you feel so critical about your 3rd dynamic."
The above mentioned episodes are but af few of the ones experienced over the years. Based
on these I conclude that - in spite of there being many good people amongst staff and publics,
and in spite of the tech. being what it says it is. - The CoS do not have the actual intentions

that are proclaimed.
The life and happiness of a public may be downtrodden or ripped apart at random with no
consequence for the CoS.
Words of promise are not kept, as they should be in friendships.
Every BSO or Reg. will tell every public "I want to help you, I am your friend." But the actual
fact and practice is that when the check has been handed over. They don't give a damn if you
are in the gutter the next day. - One exception only, in all the years Eva Boyd was a true and
caring friend.
The CoS will blame the public for any small overt, use harsh justice, where a few words would
be enough. But it will never admit its own transgressions, no matter if they are small or even
criminal. The rule of never making an apology for what happened in session has come to
cover everything out of session as well. Since I did not see it, I cannot say that CoS killed Lisa
McPherson. But having experienced first hand the way publics are treated and viewed, I
cannot help but to consider it a distinct possibility.
If staff have the choice between manipulate or cooperate with a public, they will invariably
choose manipulate. Countless are the times where I have been with a staffmember,
desperate for establishing communication. But he or she would never realize it, as they were
always so busy searching for the pushbuttons that would make me do what they wanted. Insanely stupid, as I was actively pursuing the goals of getting fully trained and audited on my
own determination.
There used to be a listing in the back of Volunteer Minister's Handbook" of famous
justifications. One of them "You pulled it in yourself" seem to be the cover-it-all justification for
CoS. Not realizing that if a public made some postulate a million years ago that has this bad
side effect today, they should be there to prevent him from pulling it in. If they used KSW
points, it would not happen. The same goes for the perpetual and gross evaluations that staff
commits, justification always sounds "We are not in session". Well if evaluation destroys
communication in session, how many scientology brains do you need to calculate that it
destroys communication outside of session? Focusing solely on the overts of any person who
points to the outpoints, CoS has rendered itself helpless regarding correction of outpoints.
The staff work hard at the goal of clearing the planet, this sector, etc. but it has become some
mocked up false goal, because they do not realize that in order to accomplish that, you have
to start right now with the guy in front of you. They cannot even stretch the hand across the
table to help the person in front of them, and even worse, they can't even take the hand that
is stretched out towards them. Unable to receive help and correct themselves, they fail and
lose the support of those who supported them. They work hard, yes. But they are ineffective
as to the proclaimed goals of Scientology. The transgressions are many, the solutions would
be simple and few.
LRH once spoke about the relationship between intelligence and force. He said that the
Tibetan culture, the wisest men in the world were run over by the dumbest infantrymen in the
world (the Chinese army). All religions have some truths in them, and they all will be
perverted and even evil when administered by fundamentalists who cannot think with the
truths. Think about the christian-, the muslim-, and the jewish fundamentalist groups, who
create chaos, paranoia, and death around the globe. Maybe they are being used by others.
But in that case they have allowed that to happen.

I am sorry to conclude that the wisest philosophy in history has been run over by the dumbest
fundamentalists of history. Maybe they are being used....
In any case, the greatest promise for mankind in 2500 years has been almost squashed by
those currently in charge of CoS. They have managed to run a viable thing into a dwindling
spiral. A thing that would sell itself to a vast number of people if they did close to nothing. It
must have taken some skill. As to the realization of the state of affairs - use your perception.
Why are so many on OT7 and 8 blowing or dying. Why has the super power rundowns not
been released. They deal with perception. Pilot projects were done many, many years ago.
Waiting for - the building of a building? In the same period, millions of US$ have been used
on explosion proof bunkers for "scriptures". Is it that getting theese levels, you get integrity
and perception that will no longer allow you to lie to yourself? - I invite anybody to study the
Data Evaluator Series, then look at all the data available and judge for yourself.
2. Examine the statistics of the individual, group, project or organization.
CoS is keeping secret its stats. Stats being tracked by comparing various publications are
available on the internet, and they show a steep downward trend as to number of
scientologist. - Smaller things as teaching students inventive ways of counting points, have
been witnessed by myself. - The cannibalization of old publics due to the heavy pushing of GI
prevents true expansion to take place. - Success stories are extorted under the threat of Qual.
handlings if you fail to provide another success story. - Under the motto inflow equals outflow,
staff and students, who don't want to communicate are forced to bulk-communicate to publics,
who don't want such communication. They forget the other side of the coin, which says
garbage in, garbage out. - Double, triple, and even quadruple mailings to the same individual
are carried on for years, wasting funds for promo, which begets the inversion of the intention,
and creates false counting of publics. - Freely available on the internet are examples of how
CoS retouches photos of personae non grata. A practise of history falsification well known
under the old communist block, and other suppressive rules. - Also available are examples of
retouching of LRH tape lectures, which amounts to tech. alterations.
3. Decide on the basis of ”the greatest good for the greatest number of dynamics” whether or
not it should be attacked, harmed or suppressed or helped.
As CoS in spite of its proclaimed intentions actively ruins the philosophy of Scientology and
the lives of good and decent scientologists, I withdraw my help and all future support to the
Org.s untill a time where it reforms and make up for it's misdeeds to indivuals and to
humankind. The reforms required would include but not be limited to:
Tracking down mishandled publics and staff still alive and give to them what they paid or
worked for. - Requiring all staff to be educated in scientology, - sales people must be
educated in ethical finances and apply the adopted policies of Les Dane which includes the
tenet of don't sell if the financial situation of the prospect doesn't allow it. - Public ethics
officers of a lower org. must have auditors training to the level of that org. before being public
ethics officers. - Public auditors and MAAs of an AO or SH must be at least SHSBC
graduates. - Course Supervisors must be trained in the courses that they supervise. - The
various codes of conduct should be instilled in staff as well as public. And the joy of studying
and practicing scientology should thus be restored, and Org.s should be made places where
one could take friends and relatives without fear of theese being abused. - False stats should

be punished harshly, as they render decent management helpless in making the right
decisions. False stats include the counting of "success stories" obtained by duress. Management levels should be technically trained and audited to the level of the Org. they
serve as well as admin. trained. - All OSA and former GO staff should be routed off staff for a
period of ten years, and awarded compensation in the form of training and processing
according to the staffperiod served. - PR and Admin people must be trained to tell the truth
and answer questions truthfully. CF and Adresso should keep track of addresses and should
provide what is needed and wanted by the public. Cheap technology in the form of personal
computers and databases has existed for more than 20 years to accomplish this easily. - All
Scn. materials which have been paid for many times over, must be taken out of the insanely
expensive bunker in the US and laid out freely to humankind. That is where it should be used,
and that is the safest way to keep it available for generations to come. - Children of SO
members must be cared for and provided training in the surrounding culture for them to have
a true freedom of choice. - Any practice of humiliating punishment of children as well as
grown ups must be abolished. - Medical care for staff members must be freely available at the
choice of the individual. The medical insurance documents should be available for scrutiny by
the members covered. - The original LRH policy of pricing must be adopted unaltered. And a
two-stringed system of Org.s must be created, that can freely compete on prices and service
quality. This must include two separate boards of directors in order to prevent the easy
takeover of the organizations. Directors must be appointed by a parliamentary body, elected
by all scientologists. - All stats including the financial ledgers must be open to public scrutiny.
- All practices of sale by intimidation, evaluation, and harrassment must be abolished. - All
missions, field auditors, and scientology professionals must be free of harrassment of the SO.
- All blanket amnesties will have to be retracted if any of those who suffered from the overts
do not agree to the amnesty. - Staff who commits overt against a public, will have to make up
for the damage at the choice of that public. - All funds that have been transferred to various
corporate organizations, should be given back to the organizations that earned the funds, and
it should be used to finance the above mentioned requirements and more.
4. Evaluate oneself or one’s own group, project or organization as to intentions and
objectives.
I have evaluated myself over many years enduring the hardest of hardships. I sometimes
failed to take proper care of myself. But I never failed to have consideration and do something
for others, even when I had enemies I would arrange for a support or a way out for them. As
to others I will evaluate as I go along, and not, as practised in CoS, do the dire mistake of
accepting someone as a friend, just because that person holds a purchased plastic
membership card to some club (A=A=A). You will be judged by your deeds not by some
feeble claimed intention that bears no actual effect.
5. Evaluate one’s own or one’s group, project or organization’s statistics.
I have applied true ethics conditions for many years and persisted in spite of hardship to a
persistent affluence that allows me to reach the goals of my life.
6. Join or remain in or befriend the one which progresses toward the greatest good
for the greatest number of dynamics and announce the fact publicly to both sides.

My friends are only decent and fair people and also decent and fair scientologists regardless
of their organizational memberships and regardless of mock status, assigned arbitrarily and
uninspected by uneducated and unable officials.
7. Do everything possible to improve the actions and statistics of the person, group,
project or organization one has remained in or joined.
I am doing that.
8. Suffer on up through the conditions in the new group if one has changed sides, or the
conditions of the group one has remained in if wavering from it has lowered one’s status.
I will do that, except my new friendships provide true friendhip with more joy than suffering,
and that is a new thing.

Rasmus

